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Heavy Quarks, experimental summary

Huge amount of experimental results on heavy flavours this year!

We had many presentations on different topics:

- Charmonium and bottomonium production in pp
- Open charm production in DIS, gamma-p, pp
- Open beauty production, b jets 
- Top production and properties
- Charm production in PbPb, AuAu, dAu, CuCu
- J/Psi production in ultra-periferial collisions
- Spectroscopy and properties of heavy quarkonia and B states
- CPv in B,D, τ decays 
- Rare decays

This review will be necessarily partial, apologies for results not included 
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Quarkonium
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Prompt Quarkonium cross sections at LHC 

- Results from ATLAS/CMS/Alice/LHCb in wide range of eta and pt

- CS+CO NLO (see theor. part) describes data reasonably well

7 TeV

2.76 TeV

J/ψ J/ψ 

(Cheatham, Romita, Sabatino, Fasanella) 
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Y(1S)

Y and Ψ polarization

New measurement of Y(1,2,3S)
polarization by CDF, (5.7 fb-1)

Agreement with older CDF result
(disagreement with D0 persists)

New measurement from Alice

ψ 

(Kambeitz, Romita)
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Charm production
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   Charm production in DIS

-> the opening of  c (b) phase space affects the bulk of DIS data: 
    understanding heavy quark mass effects is necessary to get reliable PDF fits

-> sensitivity to the gluon g(x)

-> allows to  test  different heavy quark schemes

4m
c

2 4m
b

2
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New measurements of  charm production in DIS

- H1; final D* measurement with full HERA-II

- ZEUS: results with full HERA-II data set for
  D*s and for inclusive c/b-jet tagging

Results, well described by fixed flavour NLO [hvqdis]

(Hennekemper, Gizhko, Libov)
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Charmed structure function  F
2

cc (x, Q2)

- Precision <10% in best bins, improvable by combining of different methods/experiments
- sensitivity to different PDFs/HQ schemes 
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New results from charm photoproduction

- ZEUS measurement of fragmentation fractions
  using  HERA-II photoproduction data

- Input to calculations of c-hadron production

- in agreement and competitive with combined e+e- data

- H1 measurement of D*
  photoproduction
  Inclusive and in dijets

new e+e-

(Dolinska, Staykova) 
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Charm Production at LHC/RHIC

Inclusive D meson production

ATLAS D*
ALICE D*

- results for different D mesons

- ALICE measures down to very low pt

- Agreement within theoretical
  uncertainty (quite large at low pt)

- New results from Alice/Phenix
  on heavy flavour suppression
  In AuAu, CuCu, dAu

(Barton, Romita, Garishvili, Akihisa)
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Charmed jets

Not everything agrees with theory:

ATLAS measurement of
D* associated to jets 
(dR<0.3)

Excess of D*s carrying a small
fraction of the jet momentum

Further studies needed !

(Calvet)
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Double charm  production  pp -> c c c c X 

LHCb

c c

c c

J/ψ c

- Large and clean signals

- cc ~ 1/10 of cc

- hint of multiparton scattering ?

- low-x physics ? 

- need further investigations
  and comparison to theory... 

The
or

y

gg
 ->

J/ψ
 c 

c

(Sabatino)
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Beauty production
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Beauty  production  cross sections at LHC

New precise beauty measurement from CMS
using dimuon and impact parameter

4

- New CMS measurement of  Λ
b 
(1.8 fb-1)

- compared to previous B meson results
  softer pt for  baryons ? 

(Erdmann)
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Beauty from non-prompt J/Ψ, Ψ(2S)

2<y<4.5

- Results from CMS / ATLAS / ALICE / LHCb

- Feed down systematics  reduced for Ψ(2S)
  but large uncertainty on B(B->Ψ(2S)X) 
 
- well described by FONLL theory

- used by CMS/LHCb to measure B(B->Ψ(2S)X) 

CMS

(Chetham, Romita, Sabatino, Fasanella) 
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B jets

- Excellent b-tagging capabilities at CMS/ATLAS
- uncertainty on b-tagging efficiency <10% for pt<100 GeV (ATLS, 2010 data)
- good agreement between different measurements and theory
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Top production and properties
(Shaw, Bell, Hirose, Jung, Tropiano, Vellidis, Head, Sostruznick)      
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tt cross section at LHC

- Top cross section measured in many
  different channels by ATLAS and CMS

- Mostly based on ~1 fb-1
- Precison of combined results ~6%
  

Mass peak in fully-hadronic ATLAS analysis
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Top differential cross sections
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Single top cross section

- Probes SM couplings and CKM: |Vtb|
- Sensitive to FCNC
- Cross sections small at LHC, tiny at Tevatron

Tevatron: new results
 CDF Prel. (7.5 fb-1) and D0 (5.4 fb-1)

LHC: t-channel from ATLAS and CMS (1 fb-1)

CMS prel. 70+-11.5

Nice mass peaks !
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Top mass

- Foundamental parameter of SM 

- New direct mass measurements from
  D0 (dilepton), ATLAS, CMS, CDF

- Tevatron has still better systematic unc.

- (Pole) mass measured from cross section
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Other top properties

New results on top

- charge (ATLAS)

- angular correlation between b and lepton
  in top decays (ATLAS)

- t-tbar spin correlation (ATLAS, CDF, D0)

- B(t-> Wb) / B(t->Wq) (CDF, D0)

- Width (D0)

All in agreement with SM

ttγ:  sensitive to top charge
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Afb  parton level [%]

D0 (5.4 fb-1) 19.6 +- 6.5
CDF (5.3 fb-1) 20.1+- 6.7
CDF Prel. (8.7 fb-1) 16.2 +- 4.7
NLO 7 - 9 

Forward-backward asymmetry A
fb

New results presented by
D0 and CDF with full stat.

Original CDF result confirmed, 
     increases linearly with m

tt 
and y

t

above SM prediction by ~2.8σ 

A
fb

y
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Measurements with ~1 fb-1

Charge asymmetry A
C

ATLAS            -0.018 ± 0.028(stat.) ± 0.023(syst.)  
CMS (prel.)    −0.013 ± 0.026(stat.)+0.025-0.020(syst.)
SM                   0.006 +- 0.002

Measured also in bins of m
tt

Rules out BSM models able
to explain Afb

y

No Afb in pp, use Ac
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Spectroscopy and decays



● Λb mass, lifetime (DØ, LHCb) 

      Production: fΛb/(fu+fd) with Λb→Λclν

● World best mass measurements 

      for Ξb
- and Ωb

- (LHCb)

● World best Bc mass

      Bc production (LHCb)

B hadrons  (Camacho, Yang, Ebert)

Λb →J/ψΛ 
decay length

τ =1.30±0.07±0.03 ps

Bc→J/ψ3π

Bc→J/ψπ

Ξb
- Ωb

-

LHCb is leading 
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New bottomonium state decaying to Y(1,2S)γ   

Observed by ATLAS : first LHC discovery !
Confirmed by D0

Consistent with χ
b
(3p) triplet

(Cheatham, Buszello)



Other bottomonia (Tamponi)

  

● Richness of bb at Belle 
 hb(1P), hb(2P) discovered 
 Charged (=exotic) states found. B(*)B molecules? 

      Zb
+(10610), Zb

+(10650)→Yπ+, hbπ+

 Most precise ηb parameters, with hb(1P)→ηbγ 

●                                       
●                                       

Zb
+→hb(1P)π+

Zb
+→hb(2P)π+

Belle results from Y(5S)



Charmonia (Fioravanti, Brodzicka, Sabatino, Cheatham) 

● Toward understanding cc-like X,Y,Z states.

      Molecules, tetraquarks, hybrids? 

● Precise measurements of known states: 

    X(3872)→J/ψππ, Y(3940)→J/ψω, Y(4260)→J/ψππ
● New final states studied: J/ψη, χc1γ, ηcπ+π-

     1st evidence of ψ2 (1D)→χc1γ charmonium
● Babar doesn’t confirm Zc(4050)+, Zc(4250)+→χc1π+  

● χc1,2→ J/ψγ at LHC

XYZ states still a puzzle

M(χc1γ)

ψ’

         ψ2(1D)

M(χc1π+)



Searches via heavy flavours (Grillo, Bomben)

● Indirect searches: study of rare B, D, τ decays

   New Physics can enter and modify SM predictions
  

● Largest deviations from SM come from Flavour Physics!
 Dimuon asymmetry (DØ)  ACP(B(s,d)→Xμν) 

     3.9σ away from SM
 ACP(D0→K+K-)-ACP (D0→π+π-) 

     ~4σ away from SM (3.5σ LHCb, 2.7σ CDF) 
 ACP(τ→Ksπν)  2.8σ away from SM (Babar)
 ...a few more deviations
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Bs -> μ+ μ-One higlight here: 

NEW

Clean experimental signal
B(SM) = 3 x 10-9

Trigger level

Final selection

(Musto, Simonetto)
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No summary of  the summary

- Heavy Flavour production is a powerful toll to study QCD

- Incredible amount of new data in the last year from LHC, Tevatron, RHIC,
  HERA, Belle, Babar
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